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08 McGregor Lake
McGregor Lake tones consist of cool greys, warm tans and golden browns accented by unique dendrites.

12 Moose Mountain
Moose Mountain colors contain smoky greys, tans and chocolate tones with lineal profiles.

16 Castle Rock
Chocolate browns and tans with grey cores distinguish Castle Rock from other stones.

20 Montana Antique
Dark brown and brilliant reds with blueish grey interiors mark the color pallet of Montana Antique.

22 Tumbled Stone
Muted tones and soft edges with greys, browns, tans and golds are distinctive of this Tumbled Stone.

24 Highlands
Highlands is a warm blend of natural, seam and split faces with rich color running throughout.

26 Mussel Shell
Smooth edges and subtle shades make Mussel Shell River a beautiful compliment to your project.

28 Split Face
The rich texture and neutral tones with varying shades of grey make Split Face stone an excellent foundation for any color pallet.

30 Bannack
Varying shades of grey, soft edges with a smooth hand make Bannack a peerless, artistic stone, great for the trending modernist design.

32 Cottage Blend
The Cottage Blend series creates a rustic, organic look by combining a blend of natural linear and mosaic shapes.

34 Stacked Stone
The Stacked Stone series is a low profile stone presented with split and natural faces.

36 Ashlar
Add a contemporary and unique flare to any home with this Ashlar stone.

40 Autumn Flame
Autumn Flame is a narrow linear stone consisting of greys, dark reds, browns and copper tones.

42 Autumn Gold
Autumn Gold is square and rectangular in orientation. Gold, tans, and earthy tones prevail.

44 Echo Valley
Echo Valley is a striated stone with long lineal lines. This stone is predominantly grey with subtle brown and beige tones throughout.

46 Kintla Blend
Kintla is an exquisite combination of greys, tans, browns and golds with pops of rust tones throughout.

48 Chief Cliff Blend
Chief Cliff is a beautiful blend of cool greys, chocolate browns and warm tans.

50 Landscape Stone
Our various sizes of steps, drystack, random and ledge will easily complement any landscape design.

54 Mighty C
About Montana Rockworks

Owners Brad Mercord and Bill Carter founded Montana Rockworks over two decades ago. When Brad’s thriving landscaping firm outpaced production capabilities at the local quarry in the middle of an upscale project, Brad and Bill bought the local quarry, quickly upgraded it and got the job done. Brad and Bill quickly went on to be awarded as “Entrepreneurs of the Year” by the Montana SBA, in 2000, for their phenomenal success in the stone industry. From there Montana Rockworks quickly grew from meeting local demands for superior stone, to meeting international requests for a variety of projects. With the introduction of thin veneer stone in 2006, Montana Rockworks moved on to become a leader in the natural stone thin veneer industry. Today, Rockworks is continuing to revolutionize, elevate and expand the landscape, architectural and thin veneer stone industry.

As you scan through the pages of this brochure, we want you to be inspired. The exquisite beauty of natural stone can be added to any project, large or small, to create a unique touch of color, texture and style. Let your imagination run wild with the dream of bringing Montana to your home.

– Montana Rockworks Team
McGregor Lake Quarry

Perched high, in the forest of Northwest Montana, the McGregor Lake quarry overlooks its namesake. McGregor Lake is a prized variety of the popular Chief Cliff argillite. Quarried from a cliff formation, the stone from this quarry is visually stunning; predominately light gray in color, with strong gold, bronze and tan tones. The dendrite fern patterning creates the striking look of natural, individual artwork. With the warmth of a Big Sky Country sunset and naturally recta-lineal shaping, McGregor Lake is unparalleled in versatility.
Stone from the Moose Mountain quarry elicits constant compliments. The colors are grounded in a dark, smoky gray, chocolate brown and tans that blend together for a remarkable material. Stone from Moose Mountain marries the colors from the nearby Castle Rock and McGregor Lake quarries, which make it an excellent choice to blend with our most popular Chief Cliff stones. The inspiration of this Montana, mountain ridge quarry, can be seen in every stone.
Castle Rock Quarry

Castle Rock is a high alpine quarry perched on a ridge line, with birds-eye views of two different valleys. The core of the stone is light gray, with surface coloring ranging from light tan to dark chocolate brown. Castle Rock is hand and machine picked from talus slopes; the dark, common, patina is from centuries of exposure to the elements. When “Chief Cliff” is mentioned, most visualize the dramatic coloring found in this quarry.
DISCLAIMER: Rust-like bleeding may occur with this stone.
Montana Rockworks, Inc. provides no warranty against bleeding.
Imagine adorning your home with the softened edges and tones of Tumbled Chief Cliff stone. This stone can create an exquisite Old World feel, adding that final unique touch to your home design. This stone series is available in Moose Mountain and McGregor Lake.
BANNACK LEDGE THIN VENEER

(ALL PHOTOS)
The Cottage Blend series creates a rustic, organic look by combining a blend of natural linear and mosaic shapes. This series is available in McGregor Lake, Moose Mountain and Tumbled Stone.
This home is a perfect example of a contemporary design matched with the rustic flare of natural stone. This project is an incredible portrayal of eye-catching masonry, attention to detail and fantastic design aspects. This stone series is available in McGregor Lake, Moose Mountain, Castle Rock and Tumbled Stone.
Ashlar is an incredible way to add a modern flair to any home. With the many colors and textures available, you can create a unique look to any project. This series is available in McGregor Lake, Moose Mountain Castle Rock, Montana Antique, Autumn Gold, Tumbled Stone, Highlands and Mussel Shell River.
MOOSE MOUNTAIN ASHLAR
2", 4", 6" HEIGHTS

MOOSE MOUNTAIN ASHLAR
2", 4", 6" HEIGHTS

MOOSE MOUNTAIN ASHLAR
2", 4", 6" HEIGHTS
Autumn Flame is a striking combination of dark reds, browns, greys and copper tones. The lineal and low profile shape of this stone, with heights of 1 to 3 inches, is great for numerous applications.

DISCLAIMER: Rust like bleeding may occur with this stone. Montana Rockworks, Inc. provides no warranty against bleeding.
DISCLAIMER: Rust like bleeding may occur with this stone. Montana Rockworks, Inc. provides no warranty against bleeding.
This exquisite project is adorned with Kintla blend; a combination of three of our most popular Chief Cliff Stones, McGregor Lake, Moose Mountain and a splash of Montana Antique. As a unique addition, portions of the home were installed with Kintla Stack Stone Thin Veneer and finished off with Montana Antique sills, trimstones and keystones.
Bring the stunning tones of Montana to your home with our exquisite Chief Cliff blend. Cool greys, chocolate browns, warm tans and pops of gold and dendrites make Chief Cliff our most desired blend.
Continue your project outdoors with landscape stone from Montana Rockworks. Our various sizes of steps, drystack, random and ledge will easily compliment all landscape designs.
“The Mighty C is absolutely irreplaceable. Not only has productivity increased but company moral is the best its ever been. We have two Mighty C’s and about to buy a third.”
Kraig Arndt
Arndt Masonry

NO DUST!

NO WATER!

Go to our website for videos of the Mighty C in action
WWW.THEMIGHTYC.COM 406.752.7625